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**Description**

I discussed about promote(demote?) rexml and rss to the bundled gems with kou (Kouhei Sutou)

Pros: kou (Kouhei Sutou) can handle to maintain and release them conveniently.

Cons: The users need to add rexml to their Gemfile after Ruby 2.8(3.0)

**Associated revisions**

**Revision c3ccf23d - 01/12/2020 03:28 AM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)**

Make rexml library to the bundle gems

[Feature #16485][ruby-core:96683]

**Revision 83240f31 - 01/12/2020 03:28 AM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)**

Make rss library to the bundle gems

[Feature #16485][ruby-core:96683]

**History**

**#1 - 01/07/2020 06:00 PM - jeremyevans0 (Jeremy Evans)**

- Backport deleted (2.5: UNKNOWN, 2.6: UNKNOWN)
- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature

**#2 - 01/12/2020 03:28 AM - hsbt (Hiroshi SHIBATA)**

- Status changed from Assigned to Closed

Applied in changeset git|c3ccf23d580712f2f20127b15e42df0977bf672fb.
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